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Feasibility of the ITER disruption mitigation system (DMS) to a)mitigate heat loads on the divertor target
plates and plasma facing components during the thermal quench (TQ) phase of the disruption; b) reduce elec-
tromagnetic forces on the vacuum vessel during current quench; c) avoid or control the runaway electron (RE)
generation are studied in the present report. Complex variety of physical phenomena comprising disruption
of a tokamak discharge requires integrated modeling approach. The well-validated DINA code [1] is used as
an integrating core module for disruption simulator development. Whenever possible the DINA results are
verified by ASTRA code [2] simulations. Impurity charge state dynamics, radiation and transport are calcu-
lated by the ZIMPUR code [3]. Newly developed gas flow model allows accurate accounting for the technical
specifications of MGI system foreseen for ITER DMS. RE generation, evolution and suppression are simulated
with use of Monte-Carlo solver for RE kinetic equation integrated with DINA code.
Full disruption scenarios from “prediction” of expected disruption, till complete termination of the plasma
current are simulated to determine operation domain for the ITER DMS based on MGI. It is shown that opti-
mization of MGI parameters (geometry, gas mix content and quantities) allows to draw consistent scenario
of mitigated disruption with use of two-component MGI system. The first one is aimed on the TQ heat load
mitigation, while the second one provides safe plasma current termination without excessive forces on the
construction and suppression of REs beams if they appeared.
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